Introduction

We are proud you have selected the Serpent 733 Team Edition.

The Serpent 733 TE Team Edition is the latest evolution of the Serpent 733 platform.

The EVO version already included the famous Direct Link System (DLS) and the updated rear end to enable mounting the rubber or alu connectors to influence flex, and also the mono-type engine mount was included.

In the 733 Team Edition the following news is included in addition to above:
- new SL6 gearbox, all new design with very low inertia
- improved fuel tank with new cap and seal
- rubber and alu rear connectors included
- the DLS camber bracket can be used with DLS and with standard rear set-up.

So you need to use both the original and this update. Its fairly easy to follow.

Enjoy the assembly and the racing after.
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804235 Gearbox set SL6 upgrade
804241 2-Speed gear set SL6 (6)
804241 2-Speed shaft SL6
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